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Who directed ET, Jurassic Park and Jaws?
What was the name of Miley Cyrus's Disney character?
Who won the best actor Academy Award in 2020, and for what film?
In Gavin and Stacey, how many times has Stacey been engaged before Gavin. 5/6/7
In Harry Potter, what animal represents Hufflepuff house?
FOOD
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What three ingredients are typically used to make pancake batter?
Typically, what is a PBJ sandwich?
What year was Marmite invented? A) 1902 B) 1929 C) 1899
What's the name of the Coco Pops mascot?
Which country is brie cheese originally from?
MEDICAL
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What is the medical term for abnormally low blood pressure?
How many valves does the heart have?
For one point, what five basic senses do humans have?
What is the largest muscle in the body?
Retinol is a form of which vitamin?
BRAIN TEAZERS
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What is as big as you are but does not weight anything?
A farmer had 10 sheep, all but 7 died, how many live sheep were left?
How many months have 28 days?
How many animals of each species did Moses take with him into the Ark?
In space, which sad thing can astronauts not perform properly?

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
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Name one of Prince William's middle names?
Which fashion house is behind the perfume, 'Light Blue'?
How many letters in the word hippopotamus?
To the closest second, what is the world record for the world's longest fart?
Which climate change activist wrote No One Is Too Small To Make A Difference ?
FAMILY FORTUNES (ONE ANSWER)
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Name someone or something whose existence has never been proved?
Name a place you would expect to find people singing?
Name something a clown might wear?
Name something you refill?
Name something you open?
Name a popular section of a library?
Name something you traditionally keep on an office desk?
Name a famous company logo?
Name something associated with Hawaii?
Name something you may do if your food is too spicy?

